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Motivation for indirect searches for new physics: 
New physics has to be out there, but ...

Effective field theory 
(EFT) provides a 
relatively model 

independent way to 
describe possible 
effects of heavy 

new physics

??
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No guarantee BSM 
particles light enough 
to be produced at LHC
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Energy not going up 
much (but stats are!)

No conclusive indication 
of which direction to look
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Brief introduction to SM EFT*

• Treats SM as lowest order term in an expansion of higher-dimensional 
operators, describes BSM at a scale , interacting with strength given 
by Wilson coefficient 

• If all Wilson coefficients (WCs) are 0, the SM is recovered                                     
-> a non-zero WC would indicate new physics

Λ

ℒEFT = ℒSM + ∑
i

ci

Λ
𝒪(5)

i + ∑
i

ci

Λ2
𝒪(6)

i + . . .

Wilson Coefficient 
(strength of interaction)

Operators are built of 
products of SM fields 
and their derivatives

Energy scale of 
the new physics

TOP focusses on dim 6 (lowest 
order terms that contribute)

3Kelci Mohrman, k.mohrman@ufl.edu *In this talk, when we write “EFT” we are referring to “SMEFT” in particular, see backup slides for more on this
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Using    to describe interactionsℒEFT = ℒSM + ∑
i

ci

Λ2
𝒪(6)

i

• Example: If a heavy particle can't be produced on-shell at the LHC, 
would be hard to find via direct search 

• Can describe the interaction with an EFT operator, interaction 
strength determined by the WC

∼
c

Λ2
∼

1
p2 − M2

Valid for p ≪ M

Full theory EFT
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EFT is not new, e.g. historical example 

of an EFT is Fermi theory for beta decay
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ℒEFT = ℒSM + ∑
i

1
Λ2

ci 𝒪(6)
i

How many of 
these are there?
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Depends on how you count...  
- Flavor assumptions?  
- Include or exclude B/L 

number violating 
operators?  

- Count hermitian 
conjugates separately?  

- … 

Some ballpark numbers:   
- With fewest assumptions, 

1000s of operators 
- With a flavor universality 

assumption, ~O(60)

ℒEFT = ℒSM + ∑
i

1
Λ2

ci 𝒪(6)
i

How many of 
these are there?
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ℒEFT = ℒSM + ∑
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1
Λ2

ci 𝒪(6)
i

How many of 
these are there?

The dim-6 EFT operators in the Warsaw basis (1008.4884)
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EFT operators involving top quarks

Focus on operators involving tops  ~40 operators1 
Generally these fall into 4 categories2

→
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2In general an 
operator will 
give rise to 
multiple EFT 
vertices, here 
we just show an 
example vertex 
for an operator 
from each 
category
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4 heavy3 quarks
2 heavy quarks 

and 2 light quarks 

2 heavy quarks 
and bosons

2 heavy quarks 
and 2 leptons

3Note: "heavy" 
means top or 
bottom, "light" is 
everything else, 
see dim6top 
model paper 
(1802.07237) for 
more details on 
the operators, 
also note the 
operators in the 
~40 number 
quoted here does 
not include the 
FCNC operators 
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1The number 
quoted here is 
from the 
dim6top note  
(1802.07237)   
assumption 
described in 
the “baseline” 
section i.e. 4.1

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.07237.pdf
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The EFT vertices can impact observables,  
where the strengths of the impacts are  

determined by the WCs that scale the vertices 
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2 heavy quarks 
and 2 light quarks 

2 heavy quarks 
and bosons

2 heavy quarks 
and 2 leptons
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Note: In general an operator will give rise to multiple EFT vertices, and there are also multiple 
types of vertices in each category, which can impact multiple signal processes. Here we just 
show an example vertex for an operator from each category impacting an example process. 

3Note: "heavy" 
means top or 
bottom, "light" is 
everything else, 
see dim6top 
model paper 
(1802.07237) for 
more details on 
the operators, 
also note the 
operators in the 
~40 number 
quoted here does 
not include the 
FCNC operators 

4 heavy3 quarks
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The goal of EFT analyses

What:  
- Find the best fit values (and uncertainties) for the WCs 

Why:  
- A non zero WC would be a sign of new physics!1 

How:  
- Parameterize some prediction in terms of the WCs 
- Compare observation to the prediction and extract the best 

fit values and corresponding uncertainties for the WCs

10Kelci Mohrman, k.mohrman@ufl.edu
1Absent a signal, the WC intervals are also useful, as they can be interpreted 
in terms of the energy scale probed, and can also help constrain theory models
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How do observables depend on EFT? Let’s start with σ

σ ∝ |ℳSM +
ci

Λ2
ℳi |

2 ∝ s0 + si
ci

Λ2
+ sij

ci

Λ2

cj

Λ2
=

If the EFT is modeled linearly in amplitude, the cross section is 
an n-quadratic in terms of the WCs (where n is number of WCs)

Interference 
with SMSM Quadratic new 

physics
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This holds for any cross section, inclusive or differential
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The goal of EFT analyses
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What:  
- Find the best fit values (and uncertainties) for the WCs 

Why:  
- A non zero WC would be a sign of new physics!1 

How:  
- Parameterize some prediction in terms of the WCs 
- Compare observation to the prediction and extract the best 

fit values and corresponding uncertainties for the WCs

1Absent a signal, the WC intervals are also useful, as they can be interpreted 
in terms of the energy scale probed, and can also help constrain theory models

We’ve covered how the 
xsec depends on EFT 

Now let’s cover different 
analysis approaches 

i.e. how do you use this to 
search for non-zero WCs
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Indirect Direct

The spectrum of approaches 
to EFT measurements
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Indirect Direct

The spectrum of approaches 
to EFT measurements
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Reinterpretation 

Perform a fit to a cross-section or 
to unfolded differential distributions
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Indirect Direct

The spectrum of approaches 
to EFT measurements
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Reinterpretation 

Perform a fit to a cross-section or 
to unfolded differential distributions

See Peter 
Onyisi’s 

upcoming talk!
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Direct detector-level 

Perform fit directly with number of observed 
events with EFT fully simulated at detector level

Indirect Direct

The spectrum of approaches 
to EFT measurements
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Reinterpretation 

Perform a fit to a cross-section or 
to unfolded differential distributions

See Peter 
Onyisi’s 

upcoming talk!
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Direct detector-level 

Perform fit directly with number of observed 
events with EFT fully simulated at detector level

Indirect Direct

The spectrum of approaches 
to EFT measurements
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ATLAS-CONF-2023-001

Recent examples:  
CMS PAS TOP-22-005  
ATLAS-CONF-2023-001 
CMS TOP-22-006 (2307.15761)
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Reinterpretation 

Perform a fit to a cross-section or 
to unfolded differential distributions

See Peter 
Onyisi’s 

upcoming talk!
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Direct detector-level 

Perform fit directly with number of observed 
events with EFT fully simulated at detector level

Indirect Direct

The spectrum of approaches 
to EFT measurements
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Observed 
yields to WC 

limits

ATLAS-CONF-2023-001

ATLAS-CONF-2023-001
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CMS TOP-22-006 (2307.15761)
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Reinterpretation 

Perform a fit to a cross-section or 
to unfolded differential distributions

See Peter 
Onyisi’s 

upcoming talk!
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Indirect Direct

The spectrum of approaches 
to EFT measurements
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Observed 
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Reinterpretation 

Perform a fit to a cross-section or 
to unfolded differential distributions

See Peter 
Onyisi’s 

upcoming talk!
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Perform fit directly with number of observed 
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Observed 
yields to WC 

limits
Recent examples:  
CMS PAS TOP-22-005  
ATLAS-CONF-2023-001 
CMS TOP-22-006 (2307.15761)

CMS TOP-22-006 (2307.15761)

This talk is 
on direct 

approaches
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Reinterpretation 

Perform a fit to a cross-section or 
to unfolded differential distributions

See Peter 
Onyisi’s 

upcoming talk!
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Some bin

Yi
el

d

The direct detector-level approach

1. Write the prediction in the observable bins as a function of WCs 

2. Compare that to the observation to extract limits for the WCs

25

Predicted yield = f (ci)

Observed yield
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Predicted yield = f (ci)

Observed yield

 =  s0 + si ci + sij ci cj   =
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Predicted yield = f (ci)

Observed yield

 =  s0 + si ci + sij ci cj   =
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But we’d expect 
the dependence 
to vary from bin 

to bin 

EFT?
SM

pT
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How do we find the quadratic 
parametrization for each bin’s yield?

28

• The key is to parametrize the weight of each simulated event as a 
quadratic in terms of the WCs*

*The quadratic for each event is extracted using MadGraph reweighing, as described in this LPC EFT Workshop tutorial 
**These are drawn as 1-dimensional, but really are n-dimensional quadratics for each event, where n = number of WCs  
(so e.g. 26d for CMS TOP-22-006), some more technical details on analysis approach in LHC EFT WG presentationKelci Mohrman, k.mohrman@ufl.edu

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/60025/contributions/272644/attachments/170833/230083/eft_aware_histos.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1274131/contributions/5351266/attachments/2647692/4583376/lhc_eft_wg_top22006_may15_2023.pdf
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How do we find the quadratic 
parametrization for each bin’s yield?

29

• The key is to parametrize the weight of each simulated event as a 
quadratic in terms of the WCs* 

• Can then find any arbitrary bin’s yield as a function of the WCs by 
summing the quadratics** of the events that fall in the bin

+ += =
Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 Bin's 

parametrization

=  Σwi + ...

*The quadratic for each event is extracted using MadGraph reweighing, as described in this LPC EFT Workshop tutorial 
**These are drawn as 1-dimensional, but really are n-dimensional quadratics for each event, where n = number of WCs  
(so e.g. 26d for CMS TOP-22-006), some more technical details on analysis approach in LHC EFT WG presentation
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d
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What this looks like in practice in a real analysis
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CMS TOP-22-006 (2307.15761), submitted to JHEP

• The predicted yield for each signal processes in each bin is a 26-d quadratic  

• The statistical fit can turn the 26 knobs (changing shape and normalization 
across all 178 bins) to extract the WC ranges that agree with the observations

For the results, see Aashwin Basnet’s upcoming YSF talk!
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Advantageous vs more challenging 
aspects of the direct approach

More information available   
potential for more sensitivity   

Can handle final states with  
complicated admixtures of  
processes all affected  
differently by EFT 

Account for all relevant 
correlations

→

Challenging Advantageous

Analysis preser-
vation/longevity 

Reinterpretations  

Need to produce 
detector-level EFT 

simulations
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These challenging aspects 
for direct approaches are 
generally advantages of 

the indirect approach
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Some recent TOP EFT analyses
CMS 

• Search for CLFV with trileptons, 6 WCs (fit individually) 
CMS PAS TOP-22-005  

• t(t)X multilepton, 26 WCs (fit individually and simultaneously)  
CMS TOP-22-006 (2307.15761) 

• Search for CLFV in e𝝁 final states, 6 WCs (fit individually) 
JHEP 06 (2022) 082 

•  with boosted Z or H, singe lepton + jets, 8 WCs (fit individually and simultaneously)  
PRD 108 (2023) 032008  

•  multilepton, 5 WCs (fit individually and simultaneously)  
JHEP 12 (2021) 083 

•  dilepton, Re and Im part of 1 WC (fit individually and together)  
JHEP 05 (2022) 091 

ATLAS 

•  multilepton, 20 WCs plus 3 Im parts of WCs included (fit individually and simultaneously)  
ATLAS-CONF-2023-065  

• Single top t-channel leptonic, 1 WC 
ATLAS-CONF-2023-026 

• Search for CLFV t→𝝁𝝉𝒒, 8 WCs (fit individually) 
ATLAS-CONF-2023-001 

•  multilepton, 4 WCs (fit individually)   
Eur. Phys. J. C 83 (2023) 496 

•  all-hadronic, 8 WCs (fit individually and in pairs)  
JHEP 04 (2023) 80 

•  charge asymmetry,  single and di-lepton, 15 WCs (fit individually)  
JHEP 08 (2023) 077 

•  semi-leptonic, 2 WCs (fit individually and together),  
JHEP 06 (2022) 063 

• Single top polarization, leptonic, Re and Im part of 1 WC (fit individually and  together),  
JHEP 11 (2022) 040

tt̄

t t̄Z

t t̄γ

t t̄Z

t t̄t t̄

t t̄

t t̄

t t̄
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 New! (since Top22), see FCNC/LFV CMS talk on Wednesday←

 New! (since Top22), see FCNC/LFV ATLAS talk on Wednesday←

 New! (since Top22), see 4t measurement and interpretation talks from Monday←

 New! (since Top22), see YSF talk Tuesday afternoon←

 New! (since Top22), see YSF talk Tuesday afternoon←

 New! (since Top22), see ttX talk Monday←

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2851002/files/TOP-22-005-pas.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.15761.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.07859.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2208.12837.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13896.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.07301.pdf
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-065/ATLAS-CONF-2023-065.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2860644/files/ATLAS-CONF-2023-026.pdf
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-001/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2303.15061.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.02817.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.12095
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2202.12134.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2202.11382.pdf
mailto:k.mohrman@ufl.edu
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/contributions/5528222/
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/contributions/5528048/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/contributions/5528253/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/contributions/5528254/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/contributions/5528046/attachments/2721470/4728125/TOP23_ttZ_tty.pdf
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•  semi-leptonic, 2 WCs (fit individually and together),  
JHEP 06 (2022) 063 

• Single top polarization, leptonic, Re and Im part of 1 WC (fit individually and  together),  
JHEP 11 (2022) 040
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 New! (since Top22), see FCNC/LFV CMS talk on Wednesday←

 New! (since Top22), see FCNC/LFV ATLAS talk on Wednesday←

 New! (since Top22), see 4t measurement and interpretation talks from Monday←

 New! (since Top22), see YSF talk Tuesday afternoon←

 New! (since Top22), see YSF talk Tuesday afternoon←

 New! (since Top22), see ttX talk Monday←

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Semi 
direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)
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Some recent TOP EFT analyses
CMS 

• Search for CLFV with trileptons, 6 WCs (fit individually) 
CMS PAS TOP-22-005  

• t(t)X multilepton, 26 WCs (fit individually and simultaneously)  
CMS TOP-22-006 (2307.15761) 

• Search for CLFV in e𝝁 final states, 6 WCs (fit individually) 
JHEP 06 (2022) 082 

•  with boosted Z or H, singe lepton + jets, 8 WCs (fit individually and simultaneously)  
PRD 108 (2023) 032008  

•  multilepton, 5 WCs (fit individually and simultaneously)  
JHEP 12 (2021) 083 

•  dilepton, Re and Im part of 1 WC (fit individually and together)  
JHEP 05 (2022) 091 

ATLAS 

•  multilepton, 20 WCs plus 3 Im parts of WCs included (fit individually and simultaneously)  
ATLAS-CONF-2023-065  

• Single top t-channel leptonic, 1 WC 
ATLAS-CONF-2023-026 

• Search for CLFV t→𝝁𝝉𝒒, 8 WCs (fit individually) 
ATLAS-CONF-2023-001 

•  multilepton, 4 WCs (fit individually)   
Eur. Phys. J. C 83 (2023) 496 

•  all-hadronic, 8 WCs (fit individually and in pairs)  
JHEP 04 (2023) 80 

•  charge asymmetry,  single and di-lepton, 15 WCs (fit individually)  
JHEP 08 (2023) 077 

•  semi-leptonic, 2 WCs (fit individually and together),  
JHEP 06 (2022) 063 

• Single top polarization, leptonic, Re and Im part of 1 WC (fit individually and  together),  
JHEP 11 (2022) 040
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 New! (since Top22), see FCNC/LFV CMS talk on Wednesday←

 New! (since Top22), see FCNC/LFV ATLAS talk on Wednesday←

 New! (since Top22), see 4t measurement and interpretation talks from Monday←

 New! (since Top22), see YSF talk Tuesday afternoon←

 New! (since Top22), see YSF talk Tuesday afternoon←

 New! (since Top22), see ttX talk Monday←

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Semi 
direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

All new detector-level analyses since 
Top22 have dedicated talks at Top23 

We’ll briefly show their results here, but 
see the dedicated talks for full details!
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PAS TOP-22-005 : Search for CLFV in trilepton final states
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• Events with 2  (ss), a hadronic tau, jet(s), 1 btag 
• Profile-likelihood fit across 2 SR bins and a non-

prompt muon CR (binned in HT)

μ

 CONF-2023-001: Search for charged LFV 𝜇𝜏𝑞𝑡 interaction

Targets os e  pair + extra  + jet(s) + at most 1 b jet  results consistent with SMμ ℓ →

Train BDTs 
to separate 

between SM 
background 

and possible 
LFV signal

See also JHEP 06 (2022) 082 for CMS LFV results

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2851002/files/TOP-22-005-pas.pdf
mailto:k.mohrman@ufl.edu
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-001/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.07859.pdf
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• Signal processes: ttH, ttll, ttl , tHq, tllq, tttt 

• Multilepton final states (2lss or 3 or more ) 
• Fit 26 WCs simultaneously 
• Result is consistent with SM

ν
ℓ
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• Event selection targets 1 lep, 2 jets, 1 bjet 
• Event yields in each bin in the DNN 

distributions in the SRs parameterized  
by quadratic in terms of 1 WC 

• 95% CI result:  

See Aashwin 
Basnet’s YSF 

talk today!

See Joshua Aaron 
Reidelsturz’s YSF talk today!

ATLAS-CONF-2023-026

CMS TOP-22-006 (2307.15761)

mailto:k.mohrman@ufl.edu
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/contributions/5528254/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/contributions/5528254/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/contributions/5528253/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2860644/files/ATLAS-CONF-2023-026.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.15761.pdf


Some recent TOP EFT analyses
CMS 

• Search for CLFV with trileptons, 6 WCs (fit individually) 
CMS PAS TOP-22-005  

• t(t)X multilepton, 26 WCs (fit individually and simultaneously)  
CMS TOP-22-006 (2307.15761) 

• Search for CLFV in e𝝁 final states, 6 WCs (fit individually) 
JHEP 06 (2022) 082 

•  with boosted Z or H, singe lepton + jets, 8 WCs (fit individually and simultaneously)  
PRD 108 (2023) 032008  

•  multilepton, 5 WCs (fit individually and simultaneously)  
JHEP 12 (2021) 083 

•  dilepton, Re and Im part of 1 WC (fit individually and together)  
JHEP 05 (2022) 091 

ATLAS 

•  multilepton, 20 WCs plus 3 Im parts of WCs included (fit individually and simultaneously)  
ATLAS-CONF-2023-065  

• Single top t-channel leptonic, 1 WC 
ATLAS-CONF-2023-026 

• Search for CLFV t→𝝁𝝉𝒒, 8 WCs (fit individually) 
ATLAS-CONF-2023-001 

•  multilepton, 4 WCs (fit individually)   
Eur. Phys. J. C 83 (2023) 496 

•  all-hadronic, 8 WCs (fit individually and in pairs)  
JHEP 04 (2023) 80 

•  charge asymmetry,  single and di-lepton, 15 WCs (fit individually)  
JHEP 08 (2023) 077 

•  semi-leptonic, 2 WCs (fit individually and together),  
JHEP 06 (2022) 063 

• Single top polarization, leptonic, Re and Im part of 1 WC (fit individually and  together),  
JHEP 11 (2022) 040
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 New! (since Top22), see FCNC/LFV CMS talk on Wednesday←

 New! (since Top22), see FCNC/LFV ATLAS talk on Wednesday←

 New! (since Top22), see 4t measurement and interpretation talks from Monday←

 New! (since Top22), see YSF talk Tuesday afternoon←

 New! (since Top22), see YSF talk Tuesday afternoon←

 New! (since Top22), see ttX talk Monday←

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

(Semi 
direct)

(Direct)

(Direct)

Now let’s talk about 
how the analyses fit 
together into the Top 

EFT landscape
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1Only analyses from the past ~couple years of analyses (i.e. detector-level analyses listed on the “Some recent TOP EFT analyses” slide) are included here 
*The upper edge of the analyses’ y axis placement is based on the selection category with highest lep multiplicity, which can be inclusive  

A map of detector-level top EFT analyses1

Leptons*
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2los

2lss

4

LFV 2 heavy 2 lep 2 heavy 
with bosons

2 heavy 2 light 4 heavy

0

3

Operator 
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1Only analyses from the past ~couple years of analyses (i.e. detector-level analyses listed on the “Some recent TOP EFT analyses” slide) are included here 
*The upper edge of the analyses’ y axis placement is based on the selection category with highest lep multiplicity, which can be inclusive  
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A map of detector-level top EFT analyses1
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1Only analyses from the past ~couple years of analyses (i.e. detector-level analyses listed on the “Some recent TOP EFT analyses” slide) are included here 
*The upper edge of the analyses’ y axis placement is based on the selection category with highest lep multiplicity, which can be inclusive  
**Note: The number of WCs quoted for each category does not include the CP violating Im parts of WCs
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1Only analyses from the past ~couple years of analyses (i.e. detector-level analyses listed on the “Some recent TOP EFT analyses” slide) are included here 
*The upper edge of the analyses’ y axis placement is based on the selection category with highest lep multiplicity, which can be inclusive  
**Note: The number of WCs quoted for each category does not include the CP violating Im parts of WCs
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Top sector
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Higgs 
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Higgs 
sector

Ewk 
sector

Hopefully 
to new 

physics 
discoveries!

Global 
EFT 

comb-
inations

Top sector
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• BSM is out there, but might not be light enough to make at the LHC 
=> EFT aims to discover new physics via its off shell effects 

• CMS and ATLAS employ a variety of direct and indirect EFT 
approaches to search for new physics in the TOP sector  

• While no signal yet observed, still many new directions to improve 
and expanded, and combinations will be especially exciting: 

- More data 
- Improvements in EFT modeling  
- Combinations within TOP   
- Combinations across sectors  

Summary and outlook

??

E

Lu
m
i

time

En
er
gy

time

+ + EFT

} Hopefully leading to new 
physics discoveries!
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Thank you!
Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore, MI
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Backup
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Constraints on CP violating operators in dim6top 
(1802.07237 i.e. dim6top note)
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We’ve been saying “model agnostic” a lot…  
But, what about this model?

ℒEFT = ℒSM + ∑
i

ci

Λ2
𝒪(6)

i

This assumption means that so far 
in this presentation we have actually 
been talking about a special case of 

EFT, known as “SM EFT”
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Assumptions that go into SM EFT  ( )ℒSMEFT = ℒSM + ∑
i

ci

Λ2
𝒪(6)

i

• TOP mainly uses SM EFT, i.e. assumes SM is correct and complete 
description of everything we can produce on shell  

• Other EFTs (e.g. HEFT) can be more general

Image credit: Juan José Sanz-Cillero ("Reasons for HEFT: 
why we may need more than SMEFT", Higgs 2022)

SMEFT is a special case of HEFT in which the 
resonance at 125GeV is the SM Higgs*

So for this 
talk, when 

we say "EFT" 
we generally 
mean "SM 

EFT"

*I.e., SMEFT assumes the SM Higgs complex doublet 50Kelci Mohrman, k.mohrman@ufl.edu
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How do observables depend on EFT? Let’s start with σ

σ ∝ |ℳSM +
ci

Λ2
ℳi |

2 ∝ s0 + si
ci

Λ2
+ sij

ci

Λ2

cj

Λ2
=

If the EFT is modeled linearly in amplitude, the cross section is 
an n-quadratic in terms of the WCs (where n is number of WCs)

Interference 
with SMSM

+x xx ++

2

∝σ ∝

Quadratic new 
physics

Other contributions at the same   order: dim-8 interfering with 
the SM, and double insertions of dim-6 interfering with the SM

Λ−4

xe.g.: Λ−4~
This double insertion example is possible (though 
challenging) to incorporate into the simulation, while 
on the other hand dim8 is currently not really possible 
(for TOP), though there are ideas like geoSMEFT  
(2001.01453) that might help to make this doable

51Kelci Mohrman, k.mohrman@ufl.edu
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How do observables depend on EFT? Let’s start with σ

σ ∝ |ℳSM +
ci

Λ2
ℳi |

2 ∝ s0 + si
ci

Λ2
+ sij

ci

Λ2

cj

Λ2
=

If the EFT is modeled linearly in amplitude, the cross section is 
an n-quadratic in terms of the WCs (where n is number of WCs)

Interference 
with SMSM

+x xx ++

2

∝σ ∝

Quadratic new 
physics

So some analyses include only up to the linear term, though this can 
be challenging in cases where there is not strong interference, or 

where most of the sensitivity comes from the quadratic piece
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More info on the CMS 
and ATLAS analyses
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TOP-22-006 SM cross sections used
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TOP-22-006 event selection summary

4 to 7+ 
jets

2 to 5+ 
jets

2 to 4+ 
jets

(Note: All highest multiplicity categories (for lep and jets) are inclusive) 55Kelci Mohrman, k.mohrman@ufl.edu
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Example one-dimensional scans TOP-22-006

Others Profiled

Others Fixed to SM

Others Profiled

Others Fixed to SM

Others Profiled

Others Fixed to SM

Others Profiled

Others Fixed to SM

Others Profiled

Others Fixed to SM
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Summary: CMS TOP-21-003

• "Search for new physics using 
effective field theory in 13 TeV pp 
collision events that contain a top 
quark pair and a boosted Z or Higgs 
boson" 

- Target ttZ/H where the Z/H 
is boosted  

- Single lepton signatures  

• EFT modeling:  
- Detector level approach 

(parameterize event weights 
in terms of the WCs in order 
to obtain detector level 
yields as a function of the 
WCs)  

- Fit 8 WCs (2heavy-with-
bosons) individually and 
profiled  
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Summary: CMS TOP-21-004
• "Measurement of the inclusive and differential ttγ cross sections in the dilepton channel and 

effective field theory interpretation in proton-proton collisions at  = 13 TeV" 

- Target leptonic decays of  
- Final states: Opposite sign leptons and a photon   

• EFT modeling:  
- Studied in bins of photon pt  
- Model operator effects using gen-sample reweighting to estimate the expected SMEFT 

modifications at the reconstructed level  
- Real and imaginary part of ctZ is studied 

s
tt̄γ
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Summary: CMS TOP-21-001

• "Probing effective field theory operators in the associated production of top quarks 
with a Z boson in multilepton final states at  = 13 TeV" 

- Target ttZ and tZq  
- Multilepton final states (3 or 4 leptons)   

• EFT modeling:  
- Detector level approach (parameterize event weights in terms of the WCs in 

order to obtain detector level yields as a function of the WCs)  
- Probe 5 WCs, fit individually and profiled 
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Summary: ATLAS-CONF-2023-001

• "Search for charged-lepton-flavour 
violating  interaction in top-
quark production and decay with 
the ATLAS detector at the LHC" 

- The analysis targets events 
containing two muons, a 
hadronically decaying tau 
lepton and at least one jet, 
with exactly one b-tagged 
jet, produced by a  
interaction in top-quark 
production or decay 

- No excess above the 
Standard Model 
background is observed 

- “The dominant source of 
uncertainty in all the limits 
extracted in this analysis is 
statistical, while the largest 
sources of systematic 
uncertainty relate to the 𝑡𝑡 ̄ 
modelling and the NP 
muon estimation”
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